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Wai Care coordinators had the pleasure of training a passionate group of volunteers from

Pest Free Kaipātiki at the beginning of August. The group of ten were taken through a

general habitat assessment, chemical tests, and macro-invertebrate survey at the Verrans

Road Gully Reserve in Birkdale. 

This is a great example of two established, well-known community organisations

(Kaipātiki Project and Pest Free Kaipātiki) coming together for the streams in their area.

Through Auckland Council's Community Coordinator Fund, they were able to obtain a

freshwater coordinator to help link up the two groups and develop a freshwater

monitoring programme utilising community members spread across the Kaipātiki area!
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OPANUKU STREAM

In mid July, Wai Care

coordinators were invited to a

fish survey being carried out at

Opanuku Stream in

Henderson. This Project Twin

Stream site is looked after by

MPHS Community Trust, who

monitor stream health,

organise and partake in

restoration planting, and

deliver environmental

educational sessions. At this

survey, fish specialist Paul

Woodard aka 'The

Afishionado' came along to

lend a hand. Between the

expertise of Paul and MPHS'

Tina Samuelu, coordinators

and guests were treated to an

in depth session on the fish

and macro-invertebrate

species found in the stream. 

These beautiful Crans bullies

dwell in stony rivers and streams,

and unlike most bullies they do

not undertake a migration to the

sea. The male to the right can be

identified by the bright

pink/orange margin it is sporting

on the first dorsal fin.
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GLENDENE RESERVE

Courtesy  of  new  volunteer  Neil  Harrison

I have been asked to compile a short story about the reserve and my involvement within its

boundaries. My house overlooks the reserve. I have lived there for the last 23 years. I have seen

and heard many bad things about what goes on in the reserve and thought to myself it is time

for a change for the betterment of the community and the wildlife within it. That’s pretty

much my motivation. I have always enjoyed the bush but knew little about if just through my

own ignorance. This is now changing and through contacts made within council and other

means I am starting to see the positive benefits a healthy bush could be for us all. 

My vision for the reserve is to make it a safe place for children to learn and play in and for an

increase in wildlife i.e. insects, birds, aquatic and plant life. But basically, make it a cool place

for all the local community to enjoy. 

There are islands in the gulf that are pretty much predator free and I am also involved in a

group that is planning on making attractive places for the birds to want to live on the

mainland. Sort of like a steppingstone - it is called the Westwild link and is comprised of a cool

bunch of people. I have been trapping possums, rats and other natural predators of our native

wildlife with great success for two years now. The rats are still around, and I think will always

be, but the possums are gone. My plan is to have the reserve’s weeds cleared out overtime and

to propagate seeds of locally source natives to plant in the bush. I am slowly building a small

group of volunteers who are keen with more experience than myself to achieve this. I am

really enjoying this project it has its challenges both political and physical but it’s worth it. For

those who are into conserving what we have left in Auckland I take my hats off to you (yes, I

have a few hats and encourage you to keep going!) You are true warriors for those that can’t

defend themselves and I applaud you all.   

Regards Neil Harrison (Moose)

At the beginning of August, Neil also took part in a Wai Care training session with coordinator

Gabi, and will be carrying out ongoing monitoring of the stream in Glendene reserve.
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IN THE NEWS

ACTION FOR HEALTHY

WATERWAYS

New national environmental

standards for activities that relate

to freshwater are coming into force

on September 3rd. This includes

new standards for fish passage,

natural wetlands, river reclamation,

and farming activities. Along with a

new National Policy Statement for

Freshwater Management, this will

prevent further loss and

degradation of freshwater

habitats and introduce controls on

certain high risk activities

SOUTHERN WAI CARE

SCHOOL'S WORKSHOP

Further information and guidance on the latest National Policy

Statement for Freshwater Management is available at this link:

https://www.mfe.govt.nz/fresh-water/freshwater-guidance-and-

guidelines/guidance-freshwater-nps-2020

Enviroschools, Sustainable

School teachers and students keen

to monitor and care for local

waterways are encouraged to

come along to this educational

workshop. 

Where: De La Salle College -81 Gray

Avenue, Mangere East

When: Thursday 15 October  from

3.30 –5.30pm

Please register to the email below 

by 3 September if you can join us

for this hands on workshop

cate.jessep@aucklandcouncil.govt

.nz


